[Peak shape distribution rule of high performance liquid chromatography in the end of column under linear and nonideal conditions].
The central moments of chromatographic elution curve are important parameters for describing the column efficiency and chromatographic peak shape. According to the equation of chromatographic dynamics, we can get the second central moment and the third central moment of elution curve of HPLC under linear nonideal conditions. In our work, we investigated the relationships between second central moment, third central moment, coefficient of skewness of components distribution in the end of column and chromatographic column parameters, operation conditions, such as diameter of packing particle, desorption constant, diffusion coefficient in mobile phase, linear velocity of mobile phase, effect of extra column and so on. By means of computer, we discovered that there are no significant differences the second central moment, third central moment and coefficient of skewness for different components with different distribution coefficients. In the column end, therefore, different components have similar peak shape if there exist no obvious extra column effects. The column extra effect which stems from joint line and/or dead volume of detector is an important factor, causing column efficiency lower and peak shape tailing.